LOW COST SOLUTION
MINIMAL PREPARATION

WALL SECTIONS:
- G-90 galvanized steel.
- 4’ and 6’ high options.
- Each wall section is 10’ long.
- Wall sections are configured to create ob-round (rectangle with rounded ends) storage configurations.
- Galvanized sheets with a perforated section.
- 2x6 wood connection for covers.

COVERS:
Various cover materials and cover options such as connection seams with rain flaps and internal strapping system. (12’ & 24’ spacing)

AERATION:
- Axial or centrifugal fans.
- Solid/perforated corrugated HDPE or galvanized metal aeration pipes (CMP).
- Bolted connecting bands.
- Plastic perforated pipe to lay on top of grain and under the cover.